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note for $500 was discounted for the
judge and has not yet matured.
Article 6. That Judge Archbald
used his Influence to help James R.
Dainty of Scranton, Pennsylvania.
purchase a coal tract from the Lehigh
Valley railroad while the Lehigh had
a suit before the commerce court.
"The persistency with wMch Judge
Archbald sought these business favors
or property concessions from railroads
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
WHO
SECURED 'TAFT'S
having litigation, or likely to have liti- MAN
MAKES REPORT TO THAT
gation, before the commerce court In
NOMINATION MAY LEAD
dicates a well defined plan to use
BODY
ELECTION CAMPAIGN.
hli official position and Influence

ALMIGHTY IMPEACHMENT

OF DEFEATED

PROPERTY

WIF?E

',

Sume Mistake a Short
1
Memory for a Clear
1
Conscience

OPTIC, MONDAY, JULY 8, 1912.

had an adobe roof under the
In
held the flames
and was responsible for limit- lug the damage.
The fire first was detected by some
erstms who were in the Bridge bar.
The room suddenly became unbear- ably hot.
Suspecting trouble some
place the bartender made an Invest!'
(ration. The police were notified and
Joined In the Investigation. Finally
PLANS
TO
MOILIZE PRIEST ACCUSED OF ASSIST'NG
BLAZE EARLY YESTERDAY MORN- stopplnsr In front of the stairway just OROZCO
THEM INTO AN INVADwest of the Rlmpk.tns place, the
CAMORRA PRAYS WHII f
ING GUTS COOLEY AND FURsearchers discovered the source of the
ING ARMY.
WAITING VERDICT.
LONG BUILDINGS
heat Smoke was seen coming through
unrior the- Aruf anil the
t)A cruel;
Intense. The first alarm was TO C3 TO CASAS GRANGES THE TEIAL IS TO EN!) TODAY
LCSS REACHES ACCUT
j h
Riven by one of the police officers,
who fired bis revolver into the air
OP ACCUSED MEN
PLAN IS TO HARRASS THE COUN- RELATIVES
AND THE several times.
SIMPKINS BROTHERS
ARE
TRY
FLOCKING
TO
MUCH
AS
A3
POS
The bulldir? occupied by Simpkins
BRIDGE BAR ARE THE
VITERBO.
SIBLE.
1
Brothers Is owned bf M.
HEAVIEST LOSERS
Cooley.

1ST

)

1

X

Tonight and Tuesday
Fair; Temperature
Stationary
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a member of such court for iinanc'al
ARTICLES gain and profit," said the committee,
JOJAME MAN
Article 7. That Judije Archbald lig- ured a a signer and the payee of a
EACH CONTAINS ONE OR
MORE
note for $2,500 by W. W- Ueissinger,' NATIONAL REPUBLICAN ORGANI
SPECIFIC CHARGES AGAINST , of
ZATION
IS
CONFERRING
,
Scranton, Pennsylvania, five days
JUDGE
.
WITH PRESIDENT.
after be had adjudicated au Insurance
The structure was valued 'at $4,800.
law suit In which Re!ssln;er was in- The damage is estimated at $1,0.10.
ested and a beneficiary.
SUMS
JUDGE
UP
EVIDENCE
THREATENED
IS
ACCUSED CF MANY OFFENSES
MAY
EE WEEK CF FiEE COO It was insured to the amount of 12,000.
FAVOZED
Articles 8 and 9. That .Tudis Arch KILLES STEOMY
The building in which the Bridge bar
bald eent Edard J. Wl'liams. to
was located Is owned by a man nam- TROOPS IN fNSURRECTO CAPI
EXPLAINS
FULLY THE QUES- ACCEPTED
P. Boland to discount a note for SECRETARY TO OHIEF EXECU
FAVORS FROM PER
THERE IS SUSPICION THAT AN !N.
ed Furlong, who Is living in CaliTIONS INVOLVED IN DECID$C00 signed by
TAL ARE GROyVING
John Henry Jones
SONS AND CONCERNS INTERCENDIARY STARTED THE
TIVE HAS APPROVAL OF.
fornia. It was valued at $6,000. W.
when the Bolands Were interested in
ING FATE OF OUTLAWS.
RESTLESS.
IN
ESTED
SUITS
BLAZE
HIS EMPLOYER.
G. Haydon, attorney for Mr. Furlong,
lawsuit before him. BjlanJ. would
Is not in town and it could not be
not discount the note, which wa
Juarez, Mex., July 8. The new reb
Washington, July 8. Chairman Hen
Fire, the origin of which points learned today whether or not the
scounted in a SerantoT bank a::d
Washington,
July 8. The ' sub
el
structure
was
capital here is full of defeated Jn- insured. The structure
committee of nine members bf the restrongly to incendiarism, early yesry D. Clayton of the committee on never has been paid.
8.
vervtterDo,
The
surrecto troops on the retreat from
July
terday morning gutted the buildings was damaged to about $4,000.
Articles 10 and 11. That in the publican national committee met to
judiciary of the house of representa
diet in the Camorra trial vas
i
on Bridge street occupied by Simp-kin- s Hugh Calloway of Calloway and Bach in ba, and Colonel Pascual Oroz- of 1910 Judge Archbald per day prior to a conference with Presi
spring
handed
house
down
to
the
Niue of
tives, today presented
is confident they will be kept
today.
brothers, confectioners, and the Lowe, says their loss will amount to co, Sr.,
mitted
of New dent Taft to select a national chair
Henry W. Cannon
the accused were unanimously
13 articles of impeachment against
intact for the invasion of Sonora.
man and campaign manager. It was
Bridge bar. The damage done to $5,000. They had less than $2,000 Into
his
Qork
entire
repay
expenses
declared guilty of ui3 murder
General Orozco, Jr., the rebel chief,
Judge Robert W. Archbald, of the Uni on a pleasure trip to Europe. Mr. Can- the belief of many that a selection
buildings and stocks is estimated at surance. Simpkins Brothers, who are
of Gennaro Cuocyoia aud hi.:
Mr. non was at that
ted States court of commerce.
Th fire started in a stair confectioners, carried stock, machine- still was at Sauz, 19 miles south of
$25,000.
time, and still is, a might not be made until tomorrow.
wife. The rema'id r were
to
heer
final
directions
and
today,
fixtures
giving
valued
at
$7,000. Their
report was unanimous, from stockholder and director in many railClayton's
way west of the room occupied by the ry
The first meeting of the
found
of
to
a
columns
which
the
guilty
belonging
encamped theer
his committee.
Simpkins Brothers. It spread rapidly loss was not total, as their bottling
roads.
was called for 10 o'clock to.
association.1
criminal
sent
across
will
be
the
towards
was
plains
undamaged.
They
into the Simpkins room and into the department
constitutes the ninth impeach
It
is claimed that Mr. Cannoi is be followed by a luncheon at the
"It
room east of the stairway, where a say their insurance policies will cover Casas Grandes.
ment of a judicial or civil official of a distant relative of Judge Archbald's White House shortly after noon and
The rebel commander was .in fredance was held Saturday night This the entire loss. the United States since the founda wife," said the committee, "but, how-th- e by a reception this, evening. Harry
communication
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado of .'he town quent
telegraphic
room has been vacant for some time
of the government and is the
federal Judiciary into "disrepute" M. Daugherty of Ohio, whom the
tion
Viterbo, Italy, July 8. It Is be- first since the impeachment trial of regards it as
and was opened as a dance hall Just of La? Vegas is Inclined to scout the with his father, Colonel Orozco, who
improper for a Judge to president is said to favor for the
that the conflagration "ras the is in charge of the Juarez garrison. lieved that the Cammora trial whicu
previous to the Fourth of July. The theory
Charles Swayne, of the north thus obligate himself to an officer place, very strongly, arrived this
Judge
of
General
Orozco
to
of
result
the
is
a
.'ire
said
desire
activities
the
bug.
baa been going on for two years, will ern district of Florida, who was ac- of numerous
rooms abve the Bridge Bar and the
corporations likely to morning. So did Arthur Voryg and
Mr. Delgado says the firo undoubted- speedy transfer of the troops from come to a conclusion
today and great quitted on February 27, 1905. His become directly or Indirectly Involv- Al Worrell, both also ot Ohio. Franl
Simpkins store were occupied by wine
was
here
to
ness
started
the
ol
Casas
Grandes
the
careless
by
region and excitement prevails over the town.
rooms and a negro olub. Whether ly
tusifiess transactions while a judge ed in litigation before his court."-- For L. Bmith . of Springfield, 111," Dan
some persons who attended the dance trains were being prepared early to Reinforcements of
some of the denizens of the negro
troops and mount- on tbe bench were held unfit him for the same trip E. .T. Searle, clerk of Campbell, postmaster of Chicago, and,
In the west room of the Cooley build- day for a general movement.
ed police have arrived to assist - in further service on the bench and a
club accidentally started the conflaJudge Archbald's court, collected $."i00 John Wesley Hill of New York were
The mutinous spirit of the troops
ing
night. Two doors led
maintaining order, A body of 300 resolution was presented impeaching from attorneys practicing at that bar, among thei other arrivals. It was said
gration by careless handling of a from Saturday
room
un
which
a
to
this
small
"lohet
gave vent last night in several police has been
especially entrusted him and haling him for trial before Article ,12. Appointed J. B. Wood Representative William B. HcKJniey,
cigarette or cigar or whether it got
its start at the hands of a fire bug is der the stairs. The floor of the vies- - street quarrels had disappeared, all with the surveillance of the court the United States senate. An epi ward of Wilkesbarre, Pa., a railroad who conducted the
president's pre- was
et
covered
rulsaloons
Tf'th accumulate!
and gambling bouss helng n n t Tit tu 4 not known.
of impeachment attorney, as Jury commissioner of his convention campaign aa director of
be
of
tome
articles
some ordered closed, until the troops deThe occupants of the upper floors bish.. Mr. Delgid'o believes
court. This was calculated to bilng the national "Taft bureau, would take
Several relations of the accused follows:
on part.
rushed out of the building scantily dancer threw a lighted cln-motn
sisters
the federal Judiciary into "disrepute' the national chairmanship II Mr. Taft
and
Erie
wives,
1.
the
with
comprising
Article
Negotiated
clad, carrying clothing under their the floor where it smouldered In the
arrived
here
this
the
committee said.
of
ers,
for
morning,
and the committee desired.
bring
the
Railroad
company
purchase
under the stairs until it
Complicating Rumors.
arms. They declared they knew noing an offering of wax candles to th the Katydid coal dump for Edward J.
as
to
such
8.
Up to a short time ago Mr. McKin- break
gained
headway
of
Washington,
the
Reports
July
thing of the fire until they heard the
Madonna, while others brought gi
Williams, his business associate. "In
ley naa rejectea tne suggestion that
Orozco, the
alarm sounded by the big bell in the through the timbers. The mayor's movements of General
for St. Rosa, the patron of V'tTeroo. the opinion of your committee, Judge
he take the place, because, as he put
NEW MEXICAI0FTER
E. Romero Hose company's station. theory may he the correct one, as the Mexican rebel field chief, continue to Many of them took up their
positions Archbald's participation in this tranhe thought he had made one cart
It,
ac- conflict.
near
or
started
fire
Those
at
receivd
undoubtedly
the
today
men
white
of
and black and
Women,
in the church facing the saction, under all the circumstances,
early
today
of
the fight successfully and soma
under
the
and
war
state
.
stairway.
departments respec- court house, where
the same shades poured down the tually
GHAND LODGE OFFICE one else ought to make the other.
they remained was reprehensible and prejudicial to
The
fact
that
the
him
at
Juarez
mostly
and
Sauz.
conflagraplace
tively
bestairways in a stream. It was a
their breasts and the confidence of the American peo'
tion of a few
William Barnes, Jr., New
ago mrtel ,i, The Mexican governor of Vera Cruz kneeling, beating
York
draggled looking lot, jthpugh the paint
for their beloved ple in the federal judiciary."
imploring
mercy
state chairman, still was being con' still showed plainly onl.,the faces of practically the srnie manner at ai'0 :t is reported to "have resigned. Sevral ones.
JOHN
LEE
CLARK
OF
ALBUQUER
Article 2. Joined with George M.
sidered. Some of Mr. Barnes' friends
some of the women. The fire had the same time in the morning nas, to laborers ar rportd killd in a fight at
QUE ASPIRES TO ELKDOM
The presiding Judge resumed his Watson, of Scanton, Pennsylvania,
a
sinister
adpeople,
meaning.
to
declared' he could not take the namany
Vra
Orizaba,
Cruz,
according
routed out some of the city's most
HONORS
West side police will renew their vlcs from th United States consul summing up of the evidence with in an attempt to sell the stock of
tional chairmanship because of the
undesirable characters.
fresh vigor, taking the greatest pains the Marion Coal company to the Del' in- ther.
heavy work connected with the camValiant onlookers volunteered their watchfulness at night and If an
to explain to the jury the exact posi aware, Lackawanna and Western railPortland, Ore., July 8.Portland
in his state, but others said the
assltance in "rescuing1 the liquors in cendiary is at work in that part of
threw open her gates today and for paign
tion of each of the accused and the road company.
was
to
This
the
catch
Mormons
company
expect
community
national chairmanship would not be
Dfense.
they
Prepare
the1 Bridge bar. It was not long until
"'
significance of each of the 144 ques owned by the Boland Brothers, of tho week to come, to the Benevolent unwelcome to him.
Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mex., July 8.
the effect of the liquor got in Its work, him.
Protective Order of Elks, gathered for
tions which the jury must answer.
Americans
al
Mormon
Scranton, atx that time litigants
of
th
colonies
The first real work of making a se
as most of the stuff "saved" was put
the
grand lodg-- j session
All
accused
the
maintain
Colonia Morelos, and Colonla Oaxaca,
against tbe railroad before the inter
SCRIPT TICKETS
lection was ordered to begin at the
to Instant use. The West side police,
of
anthe
twenty-eUthorder
and
the
calm demeanor. Only Ciro Vitozzl, state commerce commission.
The
In effect July 1, 1912, a money Bcrip 75 mils southeast of here, are mobipresident's luncheon shortly after
however, soon put a stop to the Indisknown as the "guardian committee (charged Judge- Archbald nual reunion of the brotharhood. in noon at which a
the
to
defend
priest
their
on
lizing
for
all
valid
property
full canvass of the
transportation
criminate drinking. Hugh Calloway, ticket,
of
honor
evthe occasion practically
In the negotiations, "for a
sittiition was to be made. Many ot
of Calloway and Lowe, proprietors of the principal railways in the United against rebels. The rebel advance angel of the Camorra," displays any figured
in
the
ery
business
district
building
shame at being forced to enter the valuable consideration."
the place, yesterday said that nearly States was placed on sale. The lines guard from Casas Grandes is ap- iron
of the city has been covered with the committee seemed certain that
cage with the other prisoners. He
3.
Archbald
Morelos
Colonia
That
Article
these
tickets
today.
proaching
Judge
box
Charles D. Hilles, the president's sec
and
of
the
honoring
bottle
through
Topeka
in
cigars
every
mutters prayers all the time, saying: sought to lease from Lehigh Valley bunting, and hundreds of store fronts
would not be named for the
retary,
place had been stolen during the fire. are the Santa Fe, Rock Island, Miswhile
the
I am in the hands of God and of railroad company a culm bank on electrically decorated,
Place.
He took a representative of The Op- souri Pacific and Union Pacific. The
streets
are
a
mass
of
purfluttering
tic through the place yesterday and, scrip Is honored In the state of Ari- WINNIPEG TO GREET CONNAUGHT the jurors, whom I pray the Al tbe Girard Estate coal property near ple and white
bunting intermingled
Winnipeg, Man., July 8. The fin- mighty to illumine."
Shenandoah, Pa. At this time the with the
Illinois,
sure enough, there wag not enough zona, Arkansas, Colorado,
'
national colors.
railroad was a litigant before the
booze in sight to inebriate a. mos- Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New ishing touches to the preparations for
START OF THE GRA-NCIRCUIT.
was
over
to
Today
given
festivities,
commerce court and (before the InterTennessee and the visit of the Duke of Connaught
Mexico, Oklahoma,
quito.
Grand
which
Include
numerous
Mich.,
Rapids,
band concerts
July S. Quar'
state commerce commission. The comBy hard and" efficient work the fire- Texas. It Is honored for loal trave! and the Princess Patricia are being
at
the'1 beautiful . racing plant
tered
and
official
the
receptions.
Tonight
mittee said:
men of both cities succeeded in check- (intrastate) . and for interstate trips. put on today. The royal party will THREE MURDERERS
the first convocation of the grand just beyond the 'city limits of Grand
"It Is the conclusion of y,our com lodge will occur. It will be
ing the fire before the buildings were The price of the tickets are $60 each reach Winnipeg tomorrow evening
open to Rapids, are the trotter and pacers
will be the guests of fhe city for
mittee that the officers of the coal the public and will consist
totally destroyed. The building oc- and subject to refund amount of fares and
of who are to furnish the sport that
wholly
ten
DIE IN CHAIR company (subsidiary) rennquisnea
days. On Thursday his royal
cupied by Simpkins Brothers was bad- paid by detachment therefrom. Where
marks the first ling of the grand cirand
welcoming
responses.
speeches
cents per highness will officiate at the opening
the right to operate the said culm
ly damaged in the front portion, al- through fares exceed 2
which had its opening this afcuit,
save
of
every
that
office,
Virtually
bank because of the influence exerthough the rear portion, occupied by. mile, the difference will be paid by of the Selkirk, centennial exhibition.
ternoon
at the Comstock park track.
exalted
which
B.
T.
for
grand
ruler,
IMPLEMENT
TAKES cised upon them through Judge Arch
a bottling works and ice cream fac-- the purchaser. Scrip tickets will be Receptions, luncheons, reviews and GHASTLY
Tho program here is a splendid one,
of
Mills,
Superior,
Wilconsin,
appears
LIVES OF TRIO OF MURDER-- '
bald's position as a member of the to have a clear
tory, was not scorched and there was available for transportation within a numerous other functions will fill In
field, probably will be made up of nearly a score of events,
ERS IN SING SING.
commerce court.
little damage from water. The Bridge period of one year, and can be pre- the remainder of the royal visit. The
contested.
hotly
Principal among the but all the talk is- of the two big fix- -'
bar was unroofed and partially gut- sented, for refund any time in IS city Is resplendent In Its decorations
Article 4. That Judge Archbald contests are those of Fred Robinson tures, the Furniture ' Manufacturers'
Ossining, N. Y., July 8 Three men, sought additional evidence from Helm of
ted. The principal damage, however, months from date of sale. They are for the occasion.
$10,000 purse for 2:12 trotters and
Dubuque, Iowa, whose
was done on the second floor. The placed on sale at all stations Issuing
Guiseppe Cirolli, George
Williams, Bruce, attorney for the Louisville and aa
is' contested by Da the $5,00 Comstock purse for 2:11
grand
secretary
negro, and Santa Zanza, were put to Nashville railroad, In cases before the vid
two buildings are by no means carriers, to all persons heretofore
...
'
,
McArron of Port Huron, Michigan- - pacers.
death in the electric chair in quick commerce court, which had been closwrecks, although it will require a large supplied with mileage tickets. HereDr. Charles H. Warr of Pasadena,
tofore traveling men have carried cre1 succession at Sing Sing prison this ed and given the Judge for decision. California, who is seeking election 83
expenditure to repair them.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
All were convicted mur- Later he considered a
morning.
The firemen fought the flames from dential tickets and mileage tickets,
supplemental grand esteemed loyal knight againet
OBJECT TO ADULTERATION
were
not
derers.
to
rebates
but
subject
they
on
Mills
the
the
brief from Mr. Bruce without the W. H. Wisher, of Goldfleld, Nevada:
the roof of
biulding
SL Louis, Mo., July 8. The
on
honored
of
the
many
railroads,
Zanza was one of a band of six knowledge of the attorneys for the in- a
west, from the alley in the1 rear and
d
of legislation to .prevent fraudu
contest for grand
to esteemed
from the fronc When they arrived which will now honor the money scrip
Washington, July 8. Senate: Con- Italians convicted om the murder of terstate commerce
commission,
betwoen lent adulteration of fabrics by millleading
knight
It
new
is
will
said,
plan,
vened at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Mary Hall, wife of Henry Hall, meet a conclusion reached by another
the fire fighters found only a stream tickets. This
Judge George Addlngton of Albany, ing companies is onS of the chief subresumed ' his a superintendent of construction of member of the court. Judge Archbald N.
Senator Dillingham
of black smoke, sluggishly making its be a big improvement over all the
Y 'James K. King of Topeka, jects to be discussed at the annual
of
issuing transportation speech in defense of Senator Lorimer. the Croton acqueduct,
in a lonely wrote the decision in favor of the
way out of the front of the old forms
and Frank King of Provid- convention of the National Association
Kansas;
Judiciary committee ordered favor- farm house at Griffin's corners, West- railroad company. "In the opinion of ence, R. I.; a contest between E M. of Dyers and Cleaners, which, met
Simpkins place. There was some dif- books.
able report on nomination of W. M. chester county, November 19, 1911. your committee, this conduct on the
ficulty in locating the flames and by
Dickerman of Tucson, Arizona, and in this city today for a three days'
ST. JOHN'S BIG WEEK
Bullitt as solicitor general to succeed His five companions in crime are to part of Judge Archbald was unfair L. R. Maxwell
the time they had broken into a suffi
The members of the assoof Marshalltown, Iowa, session.
be executed during the week of Aug- and unjust to the parties defendant In
dent blaze to be detected they had St. John, N. B., July 8. St. John Mr. Lehman, resigned.
declare
ciation
that muchiwool, silk
for
esteemed
knight,
grand
lecturing
on the out- "House: Convened at noon. "
ust, 1912. In a letter to Governor this case."
got almost beyond control. The flrej has hung the latch-strinand between L. P. Leveronl of Keeno, and linen i3 adulterated, U and that
Chairman Clayton of judiciary com- Dlx, Zanza confessed the actual murplug in the middle of. the block be- side in welcome to her sons and
Article 5. That Judge Archbald N. H, and John Lee Clark of Albu- salts, and veneers used iJthe adultetween the river and the Plaza was daughters who have returned by the mittee submitted a report of Investi der of Mrs. Hall, but claimed he was used his Judicial influence, to get a
querque, N. M., for grand inaer guard. rations cause the costly oLrics to fall
found not to be in working order and hundreds from points in New Eng- gation of the conduct of Judge R. W. forced to kill her by Angelo Gulsto, coal lease from the Philadelphia and
The contest for the convention city to pieces while being cl.faned. The
him to Mrs. Reading Coal company for Frederick is
the firemen were obliged to lay a line land, western Canada and elsewhere Archbald of the commerce court and who had accompanied
becoming warm. In the field aro association proposes to Inaugurate a
recommended his removal by impeach- Hall's room and who threatened to Warnke. It is
of hose from the Plaza to the scene for the big Old Home week
campaign fora reformin
charged that Warnke Rochester, New York, and Cincinnati. nation-wid- e
v
shoot him unless he obeyed.
ment,
of the conflagration. The Bridge bar
the manufacture of fabrics.
promised the Judge $500 and later a Ohio, for the 1913 convention.
.
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humor Stefason wrote that he had
been fed with the very best that the
Eskimos had freshly killed seals
horn flagons of
and huge musk-osteaming blood soup. It was either
this or come home, and Stefason
wasn't through with nls work.
James Chapin. a young Columbia
student. Is a striking example of the
chap with 'a strong
bent for painstaking research work,
who Is entering this fascinating field
of exploration." Just 22, and on a
leave of absence from his university,
he is making a name for himself in
the dense Jungle of the central Con
go and the unexplored parts of Don
ga, Faraaje and Aba.
Some four years ago he came to
the museum of natural history with
some specimens of his own collecting,
which he had stuffed and mounted,
and asked to be given a job there.
Chapin's work was so careful that
they gave him his opportunity, and
so quickly did he make good, particularly in his collecting, that Herbert
Lang chose him from among a score
or more of eager applicants to accom
pany him into the African jungles.
(The expedition is taking Dr. Lang
and his young assistant Into one of
the most dangerous parts of inland
Africa. Three times expeditions have
been sent into this region, only to re
turn within a very short time because
of the Intolerable heat. The air has
been described as so hot that it is
practically unbreathable.
Never Saw a White Man.
.
Another young explorer who is
making a name tor himself is Alan-sqSkinner. This summer he will
make a trip to the home of the Menominee tribes In the northwest to
study their quaint customs and philx

DAI

THE

CORNERS

happy-go-luck-

YOUNG AMERICANS EXPLORING
THE EARTH FROM END
TO END.

'

the end. of this summer
more than one hundred noteworthy
expeditions from every important research center In thc United State!
and Eurvipe. financed to the extent of
reveral million- dcllurs, will be
In ferreting o".t Nature' se
crets in the more ltniote, and often
times baiely acesuib'e lands, sayB
Times.
the New-TorIn the very, van of' the American
Incursion Into the wilds are a dozen
or more young college men, still In
their 20's, who, in a mingled shpirit
of adventure and love of scientific Investigation, have undertaken some of
the most difficult and- - dangerous
tasks of exploration that remain to
Before

k

lie done.

In many ways, this is the most re
markable set of young men In the
country, for rewarded by a meager
salary fit the best, seeking! only to
throw some light on the puzzling
problems of science, frequently of interest only to a very few students,
they volunteer to undergo every hardship known to man in drear Arctic
wastes or fever. Infected, almost suffocating valleys of equatorial regions.
Blood Soup From

Horn.

Musk-O- x

There is Vladimir Stefason, for Instance, a Harvard man, who Is somewhere In the heretofore unexplored
frozen islands north of Coronation
gulf, along the northernmost contour
of Canada, without a dollar in his
pocket, without supplies save a bit of
ammunition, pluckily eking out a living through his own resourcefulness
among Eskimos, In order to complete
his ethnological studies and finish
his geographic observations.
Last fall a letter came by devious
ways through the Tukon valley telling
of some of his experiences, treating
even his hardships 'as a joke. In grim

v

y

n

'

osophy.
"When he had

barely passed his
twentieth birthday he made a 1,500-milexpedition alone from the Mac
kenzie river to James bay. In the
depths of the back country, where
the Indians never see a white man except possibly a mounted policeman
once in a year, Skinner made some
unusual studies of Indian life and
habits that have already established
him as an authority on Indian subjects. Practically all his Journey was
made alone in ft canoe, and when one
learns of the
experiences
hair-raisin- g
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When 'digestion is good; nerves
are steady, and brain works clear.
Give yourself a fair show to

earn and achieve If coffee and tea
are found to interfere, stop and use
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nerves; and clears the brain.
Read letter to right.
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"I persuaded her at last to stop
drinking coffee and try Postum, and
she did so, and she has used Postum
ever since; the result has been that
she can do her work, can sit for a
whole day and mend and can sew on
the machine and she never feels the
least bit of pain in her ska In fact,
she has got well and it shows coffee
was the cause of the whole trouble.
"1 could also tell you about several
other neighbors who have been benefited by quitting coffee and using
Postum in its place." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
book, "The Road to Wellville."
con-

no boiling

Instant

serve imtaatbf.
W

Postum

!."

made right is now served at most Hotels, Restaurants, Lunch
Rooms, Soda Founfaiat, etc.
Instant Postum is put up in
tight tins and

RtguUr Poitum 15c size makes 25
cups; 25c size makes 50 cups,

'

postum

Sold by Grocers
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Instant PoWum-3- 0c
50 cups; 50c tin makes 90 to 100 cups

here's a Reason" for Postum
Postum Cerea.1 Company. Limited, Battle Creek. Michigan.
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jungle regions never before explored.
Have to "Dope" Themielves.
The lowlands in this region are
filled with marshes, swarming with
odd varieties of animal life Rnd birds
and reptiles, many of them poisonous, and also teeming with fever
germs.
Though these men literally
have to "dope" themselves with
strychnine to counteract the effect of
the sun and terrific heat, and with
quinine and other drugs to allay the
Before
fevers, they never complain.
starting they merely took their dis-

comfort for granted, and entered
upon their work with the same keen
pleasure that they would feel is embarking on a fishing trip.
Anomer expedition Into an extremely unhealthy climate Is that of
William Warfield, a young Princeton
student, who is going under the aus
pices of his university and the Amer
ican museum, into the viliovs and
mountains of inland Western OuUua
to collect invertebrates ani maks a
report on the general coulriirlnis of
tie country.
In quite another field, but quite as
important, two young college men are
doing remarkable work. When Prof.
Albert Lythgoe began his famous
Egyptian expeditions under the auspices of the Metropolitan museum, he
early attached to his staff Herbert
Wlnlock, a recent Harvard graduate,
and o thoroughly has he done his
work that he has been placed in
charge of the excavation hear Thebes,
where he Is uncovering the palace of
Amenhotep in, a tremendous undertaking.
Theban Archeologlcal Work.
The palace is In a suburb of Thebes, and situated on an artificial lake
one mile long and a half mile wide,
constructed by Amenhotep for the
amusement of his favorite wife, Tly.
The discoveries have been extremely
valuable from an archeologlcal view
point. Assisting Wlnlock Is Ambrose
Lansing, a graduate last year of
Washington and -- efferson college,
Who is sharing the credit tor the re
'
markable finds.
The American Museum of Natural
History is also continuing its archeologlcal work in Central America. Her
bert Spinden, who was graduated
from Harvard only six years ago, has
made interesting discoveries in Guat
emala.
This past winter he went
into the interior of the country to
complete casts of monuments which
the museum was reproducing for its

n n

Specialty Reduced For 10 SDys
account of the prevailing cool weather, sheer wash goods have not had the demand
hot and you
we anticipated we now have loo many now just as the days are ieitxn&
need such goods, we cut the prices to extremely low figures we must reduce our Stock.
Everything in our WASH GOODS line is included.
On

time travelers
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18c

qualities for
qualities for

20c
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One of the most notable expedi
tions going out this summer will be
the Yale Peruvian expedition under
Professor Hiram Bingham, made up
largely of young Tale men.; The eyes
of the entire scientific world are,
perhaps, more directed to this partic
ular field than to any other in the
world, for it is in Peru that some of
the mysteries enveloping the ancestry
of man are expected to be revealed.
In his previous expedition Professor
Bingham found bodies of the thighs,
hips and ribs and even part of the
skulls of three humans, so interstratIfied with gravel of the glacial age
that they appear to be the remains
of men who lived twenty thousand
to fifty thousand years ago.
financed by
Now the expedition,
Yale and the National Geographio so
ciety, is to penetrate the jungles of
the Pampaconas valley, and Into the
Valley of Apurimac, one of the most
inaccessible spots of the Cordillera.
Expeditions are also being sent out
by the Peabody museum at Harvard
university, by the University of
Pennsylvania museum, the Smithsonian institution, the Field museum of
Chicago and the University ofvCali
fornia museum.

c

for-60-

c

qualities
qualities for

..24c
..40c
..43c
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

DfERTISED B&OBS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.

He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in malting the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently .profitable if he fails to make
'
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
, is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

Capital Paid in
,

i

FILLED WITH ELKS
Portland, Ore., July 8. Elksf reunion week opened under favorable
auspices today. While thousands of
Elks arrived Saturday and Sunday,
the real inflow did not begin until
this morning. The convention of the
PORTLAND

..13c

for-35-

' Las VeisLoo4inSter

used to call the "Digger" Indians, be
cause they had to grub for their food,
and live practically on roots.
Men of Fifty Thousand Year Ago,
A young Congregational clergyman
of Minneapolis and a recent graduate
of Princeton is going to visit the Mandans, B0 miles from Fort Beaufort, in
North Dakota. ' Only a few remain in
each of these tribes, and the museum
is anxious to secure a complete rec
ord of them, their language and their
customs, before they become extinct.
N. C. Nelson, just out of the Uni
versity of California, 1b now studying
the ancient ruins of the Pueblo In

dians.

30c qualities

..12c
-

17c

25c qualities for.

:.10c

for- -

15c

the desert

crossing

.. 7c
.S'ic

qualities for . .
I2lc qualities for

10c

Mexican hall.
Under Doctor Wissler, one of the
world's leading anthnlofiists, sev
eral other expeditions will soon bp
at' work in the United Btates. Rol
ert H. Lowie, a Columbia man, will
visit the Shoshone tribes m the Wind
river district of Wyoming, and' will
Journey into southern Utah, through
the desert wastes, to study, in their
own haunts, the tribe whiqh the old-

' "When I drank coffee. I often had
sick headaches, nervousness and" biliousness much of the time; but about
two years ago I went to visit a friend
and got in the habit of drinking Postum.
"I have never touched coffee since
and the result has been that I am now
entirely well of all my stomach and
nervous trouble. (Ten contains caffeine, the same drug found In coffee.)
"My mother was just the same way.
We all drink Postum now, and have
not had any coffee In the house for
two years and we all are well.
"A neighbor of mine, a great coffee
drinker, was troubled with pains in
her side for years and was an invalid.
She was not able to do her work and
could not even mend clothes or do
anything at all where she would have
to bend forward. If she tried to do
a little hard work she would get such
pains that she would have to lie down
for the rest of the day.

-

Made in the cup

that he passed through, the marvel is
'
that he ever eurvived.
Quite as difficult, though the hazards are of a different nature, it ttie
Robnotable expedition of
ert C, Murphy, a graduate of last
year's class at Brown university.
He sailed recently for Barbados,
where he Is to meet the whaling
scooner Daisy, under Captain CleveNew Bedland, an old, white-haireford skipper, which will take him to
the South Georgia Islands, a thousand miles west of the southernmost
tip of South America. Among these
uninhabited islands he is to study
alone, making collections of the few
remaining South Atlantic whales, sei
elephants and collecting all the other
rare specimens of this curious little
archipelago. Practically nothing Is
iknown of the group in a scientific
way, as it has been visited only by
whalers, and Murphy's expedition is
the first of its sort to be made.
Modern Robinson Crusoes.
Murphy Is curator of mammals and
birds at Brooklyn museum, and probcurator In the
ably the youngest
been at loss to know Just what life ex- ben at loss to know just what life exists in South Georgia, and he deter
mined to find out, though he will be
forced to live as lonesome a life as
Robinson Crusoe to accomplish his
purpos.
A similarly lonely venture has been
undertaken by Roy C. Andrews, a
graduate of Beloit college, and now' in
his twenty-seventyear. Under the
auspices of the American museum of
natural history he is penetrating Into
the unknown section' of Upper Korea,
never visited by white men. Though
he has been out of college only a few
ears, Andrews is a famous authority
on whales.
Whales are fast becoming extinct, and the United States
government is depending very largely on this young man for its informa
tion, leading stringent regulations for
their preservation.
In many ways the most prectrious
venture of all is that undertaken by
two young Cornell men, J. T. Lloyd
and A. A. Allen, in the very unhealth-fu- l
sections of the Cauca and Magtla-lenvalleys, in Colombia, and thence
over the Central and Oriental 'Cordillera," or mountain range, to the
headwaters of the Amazon, including

SOAKED IN COFFEE
Until Too Stiff to Bend Over.

ThU is regular- Postum in
centrated form nothing added.
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grand lodge opens In the armory to
night with prayer, song and speeches.
The entire city is profusely decorated.
The downtown streets, depots and hotels are thronged with ' enthusiastic
crowds and the familiar "Hello Bill"
is to he heard on every hand.

"SSJasj!
deathc7thTch

WOMAN

CHARGED WITH MURDER was
found shot to
Chicago, July 8. The case of Mis.
DeCembr 23 last.
Rene B. Morrow, the former Chicago
Mrs.
was charged with ihL
clubwoman Indicted for the alleged
murder of her husband, Charles B.
Morrow, was called for trial today.
Morow, who was a
inventor

Mi3!

well-to-d-

o
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the threads, were caught between
their long feathers and hauled aboard.
The "old man" gave them their lib
erty. In cigar box traps, with the
lids propped up with matches, Mr.
Tweedy caught four gray doves, witr:
black rings around their necks, and
white breasts. He let them have
their liberty.
On board the ship, rescued from the
mahogany timbers, are grasshoppers,
BIRDS AND YARNS AND HAPPY six inches
long; sawbeetles, two inTARS ON BOARD THE
ches long and an inch thick, which
will saw their way through a mahoEASINGWOLD
gany bole, four or five feet thick, in

A

SHIP ARRIVES

LOADED MTU
ANIMALS

no
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JULY 8, 1912.

"CASTS ARE GOOD SWIMMERS
nhinoeeros, Elephant, Elk, Reindeer
end Mutt Other Animals Better
Than Man In Water.

Latest Creation In Hot a

Nearly all animals are better swimmers than man and take to the water naturally, while be has to leara
to propel himself.
The rhinoceros
and
are wonderful
hippopotamus
swimmers and divers, while the Indian elephant crosses great rivers
with heavy loads. The elk and reindeer are first class swimmers. The
elk keeps his head above water and
crosses directly from bank to bank
to avoid turning. The reindeer, on
the other hand, turns as often as he
likes, keeping his head only a little
above the surface. But of all swimmers of ail ciimes the best, though
not the swiftest, is the polar bear,
who passes halt Jits time in the water swimming and diving. His swimming; power Is nothing short of miraculous if it be remembered that
the water in the regions he frequents
is invariably cold and that cold is
normally prohibitive to good swimming. There are bears that can swim
from 40 to 60 kilometers without
great effort.
One of the swiftest swimming animals is the squirrel. A sportsman on
one occasion, having at hand a squirrel bora in captivity, which had never
seen water, wanted to see if It could
swim, and toon it with him In a row- boat to the center of a lace. The
squirrel turned toward the bank, head
and paws above the water, back and
t- underneath It, and
began to swim
so rapidly that It was with the greatest difficulty that the man recovered
It when It neared the shallow water
near the land. It Is said that even
birds will swim
many
like ducks If an attempt be made to
drown them. Harper's Weekly.
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time.
New York, July 8. The well found
On board the Easingwold are also
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
steamer Kaslngwold made fast Inside
shark
- '
the Erie Basin breattwater, after a (stuffed pearl sharks, regulation
with the sucker sharks that make fast
Journey of 11,600 miles from a place
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
to
them for their deadhead transporwhich is not
of that distance
eggs,
sea
hedgehogs, alligator
tation,
from New York.
show you.
,
a
eggs, live paroquets, and
The Easingwold is from, near tho pigeon
four-foo- t
stuffed aligator, which Mr
western end of the unfinished Panama
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
took from Its mother's nest
canal, and therefore had to double the Tweedy
in the Trinidad river.
continent of South America through
Able Seaman Bill Owens owes his
the Straits of Magellan, which was a
to the sure aim and markman-shilife
Ptajne Main 344,
Whalen, & Fowler Props
trip of 75 days. The hospitable cabin
of the chief officer. The officers
is a museum, the log a history of wild
in the Trinidad just
and curious adventure, the high poop shot crocodiles
for sport. Sailor Bill was In swima cote of tame pigeons.
A crocodile chased him. The
On the west coast of Panama Cap- ming.
seamen yelled and struck out for the
tain R, W. Robinson and his officers
Mr. Tweedy seized his rifle and
found plenty of amusement Some ship.
let the crocodile have the bullet right
times they made motor boat trips
between the eyes. The body of the
down to the canal, and once they or
dead reptile sank and Bill was haulPhotograph by Underwood A Underwood, NT.
ganized a hunting expedition with two
ed a board on a bowline.
guides, into the mountains near CosIt does not matter what the bra Id of the hat may be, the shape la the
This is not Mr. Tweedy's only ship
ta Rica. The skipper and his two of
the hat shown above is made of white peanut braid caught with a
thing
adventure. He is Just off the little
tassel of fiber. The wings are all Inclined to point to the back.
mates were three days In the jungle,
bark Gateside of Swansea. He was
bagging six wild hogs, ten turkeys,
the wnel at four bells on the firsV
LINING
IS IMPORTANT PARI
deer and one beast that appeared to by
EASY TO RESTORE NECKWEAF
watch When a sailor came aft and
be something between a rat and a
said that something was trying to
Process Not Expensive, and Complete French Women Are Most Particular
beaver.
t
sink the ship. A great racket could
as to This, and Their JudgReturn of the Original Fresh nets
Although a fire was kept at night, be heard beneath the hull and
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Is Sure.
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from inside the ship came an awful maintained. In wise and uplifting borne:
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son clubbed his rifle and killed the
Not what we jive, but what we share, eral hours. Shake from time to time. silk flowered cachemlre.
In fact, linThe Easingwold is soon to sail for rhe
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Remove the articles and rub the ings are large Items in the mind of
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soap,
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the deep and forest
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made fast a line to the big lizard's recently
Our best selves and the best
shoes that are not Irreproachable In
onous reptile; both the ship doctor we have to
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give should go into the ing the odor of gasoline.
soles
and
heels,
and famous surgeon failed to,' con- home life, and to, a
general polish.
Place in a closely covered box conOn the next morning only a short
large degree detaining euihet bags. Byt the time the
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termines the character of children.
fast
sprekling
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of
the tall,
still fast to
piece
The home tends to make us better neckwear is needed it will have lost TIDY HABITS TO BE PRIZED
his system.
The iguana had escaped by bit- through
In a day the vessel reached port. or worse. Thus the home becomes the the disagreeable odor.
chief factor in determining the charFortunate Indeed Is the Woman or
ing its own tail in two, which was An Indian medicine man was
sent for, acter of the
Girl Who Has Systematically
easy, considering the lengthy append- who
community and the naa
native herb which tion.. The trend of our times is
produced
Cultivated Them.
age wag articulated. ,
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From Swansea, Wales, in October, quickly allayed the poison and the from the home into the countless
amusements and interests of modern
Tidiness is one of the most attracman's life was saved.
p 911, the Easingwold had sailed with
tive of feminine qualities. It is also
Roots and herbs are nature's cure life.
ten pigeons fantails, grounders,, tumone of the rarest. Early and perfor disease. That great remedy for
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their
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given
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"There are some things about a trip
table Compound had Its origin in the
her "bump of neatness" well de
rections far from sight, returning to
root sand herbs of the: field, tons cf through Holland that you recall when
veloped.
the ship tired and hungry. Hawks which
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits
Unless Inherently fastidious during
000
are now consumerd yearly in stopping at one of our modern hotels,"
and vultures frequently attacked
says an American recently returned
school days, she is liable to drift Into
it.
making
from a trip abroad. "In many places
them.
careless habits which she never outOur Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
'
in that Interesting country the hotels
grows.
There was a smart blueblack younft
are run as they have been for ages
commodalion Within (he Scope of Good
One girl may have' a trick of leaving
Banking. .
tumbler, which was flying high over
DISCUSS GOOD GOVERNMENT.
and candles still are the vogue.
shoes about her room. As a child she
the Trinidad river. A hawk pounceV.
Los Angeles, Cal., July 8. Dele
"Rooms with bath are unknown. Inwas permitted to do this, and as she
upon Mr. Tumbler and bit out a large gates from widely separated sections stead they charge you about 40 cents
grew older the untidy custom was
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
never abandoned, for the simple reapiece from his breast. Instinctively of the country were assembled in this in American money for a bath. Tou
ask
for the privilege of using the tub
son that she herself did not notice
the tumbler pigeon dropped and roll- city today at the opening of the
they send up a maid who brings
anything unusual about it and probed over and over In the air, thus es- eighteenth annual meeting of the Na- and
with her towels and
If you have
ably nobody else took the trouble to
tional Municipal league and the twen- none, ror you are soap
caping from the hawk.
to carry
correct her. Another slovenly habit
supposed
The captain dressed its wounds, and tieth annual conference for good city both with you. She fills the tub, has
4'
Alice O'Brien will appear in the
Is leaving a bunch of combings in the
only a change in color now marks the government The Joint gathering will it about the right degree of heat and
comb or on the dressing table. Contitle role of "The Quaker Girl" when
PLAY8 AND PLAYERS
stant vigilance on a woman's part Is
plump breast where was the wound be in session through the greater part the faucets are locked, so that if you
that play Ja performed in Paris next
necessary in these small matters If
Sad to relate, the proud tumbler has of the week and will have many want any more water you don't get
October.
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Srtuck out by Rowan 2, by Lockhart West performance takes placa on the of coppers abroad. Bonds wers ir- United States Steel
69
ital.
in
will locate
i
,
..
from almost every part of the country to J. Hillbrand and
Unitted" States Steel, pfd
.111
Mr. and Mrs. John Rogers and 7. Bases on balls off Rowan 1, oft race track, so that every part of the regular.
enteran
Is
California. Mr. Anderson
Ve- Lockhart'l.
Hit by pitcher Clark 2, performance passes );ou from two to Further heavy selling of. the leadare in town to take part In the
man and daughter, who have been in Las
ond
Wild pitch Rowan. Wild three times.
ing issues, especially copper shares,
annual meeting and tourna- prising and popular business that he gas for the past several days visiting Ward.
N. J. Gorham,
easnler bank ot
ment of the American Whist league, his many friends here regre:
this after throw AsMey. Time of game 1:35.
left
show will appear here which probably had its basis In the
The
and
friends
relatives,
big
Meadow City.
Woodville, Woodville, Ga., had a very
an
of
adverse
June
prospect
report
Cialligher.
which was opened "today at the Hotel will not return to the
In
Raton.
Umpire
home
20.
noon for their
July
of kidney trouble and
has been a resident of
tomorrow brought the. general level severe attack
Saturday's Game.
Majestic and will last a full week. Mr. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Davis ar
the pains In his kidneys and back
with
and
several
ysars.
TO
CLASSIFY.
TOO LATE
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
of prices still lower in the afternoon. were terrible. "I got a bottle of FolCali- Amarillo
There are two championship contests T.as Vegas for
one of the rived yesterday morning on the
0 WANTED
Furnished house keeping The market closed weak. Soma re- ey Kidney Pills from our druggist
If, p ......4
on the program, the Hamilton club Mr. Hillbrand had built up
in
Harper,
home
their
from
Limited
state. fornia
Min5 1
2 0
rooms, close In, by permanent par- covery from the low level was affect- and they entirely relieved me. I have
best tailoring businesses in the bons-te- r Middletown, Conn,, and will spend Merrill, 3b
trophy for teams of fourand the
more benefit from them than any otha
been
has
always
6
2
1
2
1
1
Anderson
ties; no children. Rent in advance. ed in the last hour but a fresh selling er medicine." O. G.
neapolis trophy for pairs, besides four Mr.
the summer here visiting their son Rowan, ss
Schaefer. Red
new
state,
tha
and
5 3 5 5 1 2
movement
set in Just before the Cross Drug Store.
Address P. O. Box 494. City.
for Las Vegas
Moning, 2b
special contests Tor teams and pairs
Stephen B. Davis, Jr.
community.
the
missed
hy
be
and will
and thirteen progressive games.
i
1
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Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.
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ROBERT J. TAUPERT
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At Naples the tramway workers had
'MRS.Zn FLINT, Prop
struck; there was a long row of empty

CLN TCIA

cars In the Riviera Chlola, while on
the Piazza dl Trlomfo
a crowd of
drivers and conductors had assembled. It was a noisy, boisterous
crowd of Neapolitans, as lively and
mobile as quicksilver.
Higher than their heads, behind the
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
garden fence, the glistening jet of a
fountain bung in the air like a sword.
M BtEHL, Propictar
The tramway workers were surrounded by a larger crowd who wanted to
416 Grand Ave
go by tram car to the various parts of
Phone Main 447
the town. All these, clerks, artisans,
petty traders, seamstresses, denounced
Battery Charging Station
the strikers in a loud and angry tone.
The strikers looked gloomy, and
Automobiles (or Hire
pressed against each' other, hardly responding to the angry shouts of the
crowd. They climbed upon the railings and cast restless glances Into the
streets over the head of the people.
The strikers resembled a peck of
A. H
wolves surrounded by dogs. It was
clear to everybody that these people,
wearing the same uniform, were bound
together by a firm resolve not to give
Carriage Manufacturer,
In; and this Infuriated the crowd still
"General Blacksmithing,
more. There were, however, philosophers In Its midst who, while smoking
Carriage Painting
away at their pipes, tried to pacify
eavy
DEALER
the more violent opponents of the
strike.
Hardware andjQ
"Eh, Slgnorl What is to be done it
Wag"on Material
there is not enough money to buy
mocaroni for the children?"
Wrangling, Jeers, reproaches annd
admonition were suddenly cut short;
a new current swept the crowd as If
reconciling it; , the strikers looked
gloomier still, and pressed closer toCLAY AND HAVENS
gether. Voices in the crowd called
out:
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
"Soldiers!"
With a light, dancing step from the
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Santa Lucia Quay came little gray sol1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71 diers, stamping their feet regularly,
and mechanically swinging their left
arms. They seemed to be made of
toys.
tin, and as frail as factory-madThe crowd drew back from the cars,
the soldiers, like gray beads, became
JOHN N. KINNEY
scattered alongside the ears; the
strikers remained on the platforms.
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
The man in the silk hat and some
others who surrounded him swung
Etxth and Douglas.
Phone Main 40. their arms wildly and shouted:
Ultima
"The last time
D you hear?"
Volta'l
officer twisted his mustache,
PETER P. MACKEL hisThe
I
head drooping. A man waved his
silk hat and ran up to him, saying
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
I
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging something in a hoarse voice. The officer looked at him askance, standing
and Glaring.
and gave the word of command
erect,
Estimates "Cheerfully" Given.
In a loud tone.
Old Town
9?et Side Plaza
The soldiers In twos and threes began to Jump on. the platforms of the
cars. At the Bame time the drivers
THE ROMERO ADV. CO and conductors, were pushed off. '
This seemed to amuse the onlook"PUBLICITY EXPERTS",
ers, who broke out Into laughter and
..
SIGNS FOR YOUR
whistling, which, however, only lasted
a moment
for
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
People drew back from the cars,
l Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
their faces wearing a longer and older
expression and their eyes wide open
Window Display Cards
with astonishment They all pressed
&
"Wall
Bulletin Display Signs
forward toward the front of the car.
VelowFront
QCP IPIUQPK1
Within a yard or two of the wheels
ULL J LI luLll Fountain Sifuare
a
driver with the face of
a soldier could be seen, his cap off,
lying on the rails. He lay on hia
back, his long mustache shooting upward. An adroit youth, with the move'
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
ments of a monkey, laid himself down
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and by his elde; a number of others followed their example.
General Repairing
The man in the silk hat cried out
520-6t- h
Street
E. Las Vegas something, the officer looked at him
and shrugged his shoulders. He must
replace the tramway drivers by soldiers, but he has no orders to wrestle
Automobile.'Carriage &
with, the strikers.
Then the owner of the silk hat, surrounded by people willing to please,
rushed toward the fusiliers. The .latN. 0. HERMAN
ter set off, approached those lying on
the rails and attempted to lift them.
A struggle ensued. All the dusty
Ave
Qrand
429
crowd of spectators made a lurch and,
howling, rushed to the rails. The man
In the Panama hat pulled It off his
j
head, threw It up In the air, and was
6
j--the first to lie down by the side of a
striker; he patted him on the back,
and shouted something approvingly
right in his face.
Alter him some gay,, noisy people
who had Just come upon the scene
began to throw themselves down upon
the rails. They lay down laughing,
making faces at each other and shouting something at the officer who,
waving his gloves above the head of
man in the silk hat, was telling
1
fnrnir"the
I
tf'siVij
him something, shaking his hand-

Pn.
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FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

POP KNEW

.B

Dysentery Is always senous anil often a dangerous disease, but it can be
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy haB cured It
even when malignant and epidemic.
For sale by all dealers
Old papers for
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P. O. ELKS Mepts. swond and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. K. jC. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordial!' invited. P.
D. McElroy, Kxalitd Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

LAS VEOAS CHAPTM No. ,
convoca
ARCH MASONS
ATTOKNKVH
tion list Monday ta eaca
month at Masonic TemHUNKER 4 HUNKER
ple, at T:S p. m. M. R.
Geo. H. Hunker
Cn1er A Hunle
O.
T.
H.
P.;
Williams,
at Lsw.
Attorneys
Blood, Secretary.
New Merv- Las Vegas.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
PIIVSICIANM
Meets irst aad UUr. friaayi In
Masoal TempU. Mrs. T. BL Bow en.
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy Matron; Jamas O. Rati edge
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Worthy Patron; Mrs. Qeorge Tripa,
Office 506Vi Grand Avenue
Secretary. Phono Mala K9, 130 Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main
Grand avenue.
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p.

RANSFORD
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Wanted

,

WANTED
'

Elsie "And then, mind yoo, she asked me If T wouldn't marry the first
man that came along.
Ethel The Ideal Don't these obviously unnecessary questions make you

Every lady and child to
take a look at the bargains In our
linen sale. 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.

WANTED A cook. ' Apply to Mrs.
Cecelio Rosenwald, 1054
Seventh

street.

,

WANTED
Machine

WHAT SHE WANTED
Willie Say, pop, a financier Is s
man that makes lots of money, Isn't

Agents.

Singer

Sewing

Co., 608 Douglas.

WANTED
sion.

Porter at Hotel La Pen

he?

A financier Is a man
Pop No.
who gets hold of Iota of money othet
people have made.

For Sato
FOR SALJ3 Fine bay colt, 3 years
old, runabout and harness. 301
Railroad avenue.

WAS STILL YOUNG

FOR SALE Ten large work mares.
Apply 620 Grand avenue.

"A German

doctor,

collecting Information,
majority of ,those who
kept late hours." ,
"Don't you think It
for you to begin to go

FOR SALE Underwood
typewriter
and motorcycle.
Inquire Bacharach

who has been
finds that a
reach old age

Brothers.

FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
lOa Meets STsry Monday night at
LOCAL TIME CARD
O. R. C Hail, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
EAST BOUND
B. Gearing,
cordially welcome.
Arrive
sian
president; J. T. Buhlor, secretary; No.
:10 p. m..
p. ss
C. H. Bally, treasaror.
No. 4... .11:06 p m.. ..11:10
.. 1:23
No. 8... . 1:15 a. m..
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
No. 10... 1:45 p. m.. .. 2:10
Meet In the forest of brother!
Won-hallove at Woodmen of th
BOUND

COULDN'T TRUST HIMSELF

.

on the second and fourth Fr
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cls
Vise
Consul; O. Laemmls, Clerk.
v
lng neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. S4t
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first

Tuesday of the month In the vesti?
rooms of Temple Monteflore at
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
Isaac Appoi
cordiaiy tnvlted
President; Charles Oreenclay, See
rotary.

For Rent

FOR RENT Front room
on
floor, with bath, on car line.
ply 509 Sixth street

first
Ap-

l:lt

I...

FOR SALE For cash, miltlglit piano
OF COLUMBUS, COUN&
in good condition. Cheap. B10 KNIGHTS
NO. 804. Meets second and fosr
Main street.
Thureday in O. R. C. hall. Plone
building. Visiting members are c
dially lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.

would be nice
to bed early?"

4

m.

a

tired?

I. O. O. F.,
1.
Meets

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
every Monday evening a:
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit

No.

1..

Na 3..

WEST
.1:20 p. m........l:4S
6:15
.6:10 a. m.

No. 7
No.

4:40 p. m.
6:35 p. m.

9- -

T

7:00 9 M

Thpr la more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other dis
eases put together, and until tne tasi
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Science nas proven uaiarrn 10 oe a
constitutional disease, and therefore
treatment
constitutional
requires
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
hv F. J. Chenev A Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
Is the only Constitution? 1 cure on the
market It Is taken Internally rdn
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the syBtem. They
offer one hundred ' dollars for any
case It fails to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., To

O.
lng brethren cordially Invited to at ledo,
Sold by druggists, 75c.
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. Q.;
Mr! Jones Miss Antique
doesn't
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
act quite so childish of late.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood stipation.
Lincoln.
Miss Caustique
No. I guess these
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
recent kidnapping cases scared her.
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
George L. HIgble, Manton, Mich.,
FURNISHED room jWltn bath, ill
used Foley Kidney Pills for kldnev
Tenth street, four blocks from deand bladder trouble. He says: "1
HEARS NOTHING
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueo find for
pot
my case no other medicine
'day evenings each month, at Wood equals Foley Kidney pills for beneman hall.
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
Visiting Brothers cot ficial effect" They are a safe and
medicine for kidney trouble
dially Invited to. attend. A. U reliable
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
and bath, also single rooms excellent
drugs. O. O. Shaefer, Red Cross
retary.
location, 918 Eighth street
Drug Store.
FOR RENT

Three new rooms
nished for light housekeeping.

fur921

-

Mrs. Kntting Hints Oh! Indeed! 1
suppose you are afraid yOull lose social caste If you carry a bundle.
Mr. Kuttlng Hints No. ' I'm afraid
rd lose the bundle.

An Increasing number of people re
port regularly of the satisfactory results from taking Foley Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and curative qualities. Foley Kidney Pills
are a carefully prepared medicine.
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
habit forming drugs. They can have
only a beneficial effect when :?ed for
kidney and bladder troubles, for
backache,, rheumatism, Weak back
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.

WHAT DID HE MEAN?

"rpsz

The exceptional- quanttly of our lee
lias made us many new customers. We
would like to Include you among the
Our prompt delivery ana
ammber.
courteous treatment of customers;
the purity and high quality of our
Ice, combined with our new and sanitary methods wip merit ytoair approval.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Phone Main 227

NO

A

ROYAL.

--

H. 0. YOUNG

.

HANDLE

calr

iW

d

some head.

LOOGE

Secretary.

Rastus was drown 4.
Mrs.
Snowball
Johnslng Tea
ma'am en he had on his bestest
clothes, too, ma'am.

e

SIGN PAINTING

V
k

Five

IN-H-

gray-haire-

CHAPMAN

munication

ADVER

ALWAYS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
'

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate aix ordinary words to a line,
Ne ad to occupy less space than two
line, Alt advertla menta eharoed
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of worda
8ympathetlo Caller I'm so sorry Cash In advance preferred.
for you. It Is too bad that poor little

Lorenzen

....

I
I

y

RATES

She (who Is quite a reader) Whlcs
do yoo think, Mr. Dumbly, Is mightier,
"the pen or the sword T"
He Well. I've never been In U

A

1

5'

CAFt

0NIRB

ND HESULA

OBTAINABLE

GOODS

BEST

COLUMN

V

Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, ti. M.
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RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

OFJICl TOE

I T II E

"JoneB

believes

hears."

everything

is he?"
"Not particularly; he
"Credulous,

igw

-

a post"
mm

"Poor Jones his wife often goes
out and leaves him' alone with the
baby."
"Yes

Is

' h

For soreness of the mu snips whntn.
er Induced by violent exercise or
there Is
better than
as deaf as Chamberlain's nothing
Liniment This liniment also relieves rheumatic pains.
For sale by all dealers.

DECIDEDLY WEAK

bnt Jones don't mind It
Others threw themselves down upon
their
the rails. Women deposited
GETTING BACK AT HER
baskets and bundles, boys lay down
laughing, doubling themselves up like
dogs trying to keep warm, rolling
over and getting dirty in the dust
' Five soldiers looked at the heaps of
bodies under the wheels from the platt.
form of the front car, then laughed
convulsively as they clutched the railings and threw their heads up in the
air. They were now quite unlike the
toys.
tin, factory-mad- e
Half an hour later trams ran noisily along the streets of Naples; the
victors stood on the platforms, grinv
ning; some of them passed along the
cars, calling out politely: '
"Tickets!"
this
Orvllle Dauber I'm doing
Ella That conductor helped me out
The passengers who handed them
red and yellow slips winked their of the car, but he didn't help you.
painting In water color.
Nocker Yes; mere does not seem
Stella The conductors are Instructeyes, smiling and grumbling in a good
ed to assist old ladies
to be much spirit In It!
natured way.

J
,

A

Durine tha summer months moth
ers of young children should watch
for any unnatural looseness of the
bowels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
avoided.
Chamberlains Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy can al
ways be depended uDon. For
all dealers.

FOLEY'S

HONEY and TAR
COMPOUND

household medicine for COUGHS
f!OTT? ri?niTP wrannrnvn
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and rpliahlo TKa R II;..- -

carton is the mark of the genuine.

ieiuse susurotes.
O.
G.

Schaefer

Red Cross Drug Co.

--

RETAIL PRICES
...

lbs. or Mors, Each Delivery
J0t lbs. to IOCS lbs, Eaeb Delivery .
SM Ike. te 1,00a Ibe, Eaoh Delivery
BS lbs. to
Iba, Eaeh Delivery
Lose Than M lbs. Each Delivery

tJQt

tf

2So
25o
SO

per 1S ibe.
per 1M Iks
per 1M lb

49o per ICS Iba.
SSe

per 1st

Is.

AG II A PURA COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Famous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
ClassiEed ads. search out the peoole to whom-am- onr
al
BIJY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is .WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this
newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper
are anxious to find and
pay cash for) books, automobiles'
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. ara read
by all passible buyers of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT

wan-(an-

d

'
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CALENDAR

OF 8 PORTS
FOR THE WEEK

Monday.

Annual tournament of the American Whist league opens In New York
city.
Opening of the Grand circuit trotting meeting at Grand Rapids, Mich.
Opening of fourteen days' running
race meeting at Tulsa, Okla.
Opening of Western Canada circuit
race meeting at Moose Jaw, Saak.
Opening 0f Jjake Brie Trotting circuit meeting at Rockport, Ohio.
upening of annual tournament of
Ontario Bowling association at Niagara.
Annual tournament
of America
Golf Association of
Advertising Interests open at Bretton Woods, N. H.
Connecticut state
championship
tennis tournament opens at Litchfield, Conn.
Central Iowa championship tennis
tournament opens at Toledo, Iowa.
Province of Quebec championship
tennis tournament opens at Montreal.
Fred Storbeck vs. Jim Stewart, 10
rounds, at Garden A. C. New York.
Tuesday.
Opening of Great Western Trotting
circuit meeting at Grand Rapids

lb

t

s

I

i

i

Mich.

Opening of Michigan
Short Ship
Trotting circuit meeting at Bay City.

.'

Mich,

Opening of Cedar Valley Trottieg
circuit meeting at Osage, Iowa.
Opening or Corn Belt Trotting circuit meeting at Pierre, S. D.
Opening of New Brunswick Trotting circuit meeting at St. John,
K. B.

Opening of Illinois Valley Trotting
circuit meeting at Mendota, 111.
Meeting of the Dominion of Canada
Football association at "Winnipeg.
Jimmy Potts vs. 'Kid" Scaler, 15
rounds, at Edmonton, Alta.
Wednesday.
Opening of Western Canada Racing
circuit meeting at Winnipeg.
Annual championship
tournament
...I

of Canadian Chess associtlon opens
in Winnipeg.
illiam Haine vs. Edward Uur-nnfor rowing championship
of
America, ut Toronto.

years ago, I also mentioned. Mr.
Chafin lived is Illinois at the time
of his nomlnatVn in 1908, but has
since removed toVxrtzona.
'1 he selection
i a vice presidential
nominee will depend largely upon
Thursday.
Championship tournament of the what section of the Country the presiHudson River Golf Association opens dential choice comes from.
W. G.
at Newburgh, N. Y.
Calderwood of Minnesota Is said to
Anglo-Frencpreliminary lawn ten-ni- s be slated for the chairmanship of the
matches of the Davis lntemuHnn. national
to
succeed
committee
al cup series begin at Folkestone,' Cl'arlea R. Jones or Illinois, who is
England.
retiring from the post after a service
of ten years. Mr. Calderwood is
Saturday.
Opening of summer meeting of the
to be entitled to the honor in
W indsor
Jockey club, Windsor, Ont. view of the fact that the prohibition
Annual regatta . of Hudson River vote in Minnesota has Increased tenRowing association at New York city fold since he became head of the
Annual
Marathon race of! state committee eight years ago.
the Illinois Athletic club, Chicago.
Since the first convention held in
Columbus, Ohio, in 1872. the prohi"DRYS" TO HAVE THEIR INNINGS bition
party has regularly held nationAtlantic City. N. J., July 8. Prohi- al conventions and as regularly nombitionists are beginning to arrive for inated candidates for Wesident and
their national convention, which Is to vice president, encoura! by a growmeet on the Steel Pier during the last ing popular vote, though t has never
e
days of this week for the nomi- received a vote In the electoral
nation of candidates for president
At the same time the popular
end vice president and the adoption vote of the party has knowV a gratiof a party platform. Today the na- fy Ing growth, particularly lir. certain
tional committee met at the Hotel sections of the south and west.
(lialfonte to complete the final
The candidates of the prohibition
of the convention arrangements. party and votes cast for them in the
The convention will be called to or- presidential elections since and inder at 10 o'clock Wednesday morning cluding 1872 are here phown:
1872 President,
James Black of
by Charles R. Jones, chairman of the
national committee. The convention Pennsylvania; vice president, John
will be attended by 1,181 delegates and Russell of Michigan; vote, 5,607.
an equal number of alternates. OwG. C. Smith or
1876 Prtrcident,
ing to' the popularity of Atlantic Kentucky; G. T. Stewart of Ohio;
City as a summer resort the attend- vote, 9,737.
Dow
ance of visitors and onlookers is exNeil
of
1880 resident,
pected to be larger than at any of the Maine; vice president,' H. A. Thompprevious national conventions of the son, Maine; vice president, H. A.
Thompson of Ohio; vote 10,"Jfi6.
prohibition party.
1848 President, J. P.. St. John of
With the arrival of the delegates in
of Maryland;
W. Daniel
town the discussion has opened in Kaasas;
'
'.
regards to' the probable choice for vote, 1150,620.
1S88 Clinton B. Fisk of New Jerthe head of the national ticket. Those
whose names are most frequently sey; J. A. Brooks of Missouri; vote,
heard in connection with the presi- 249,945.
1S92 President, John Bid well of
dential nomination are Franlcis E.
Baldwin of New York, Col. Andrew J. California; vice president, James B.
Houston of Texas, Madison F. Larkin Cranfill of Texas; vote, 270,710.
1S96 President, Joshua
of Pennsylvania and Dr. Aaron S.
Levering
vice president Hale
Watklns of Ohio. Eu gene W. Chafin, of Maryland;
who was the standard bearer four Johnson of Illinois; vote, 130,753.
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1900 President. John G. Woolley
f
of Illinois; vice president, II. II.
of Rhode Island; vote, 207,174.
1904 President, Silas 8. Swallow
of Pennsylvania; George W. Carroll
of Texas; vote, 258,205.
1908 President, Eugene W. Chafin
of Illinois; vice president, Aaron S.
Watklns of Ohio;" vote, 253,840.

EVEN

team.
Manager Charlie Carr, of the Kan
sas City team, is having a great year
with the stick. The former Nap has
been hitting close to the .375 mark all
season.
, Right Fielder "Tiny" Graham, of the
Roanoke team, and Right Fielder
Becker, of the Portsmouth team, top
the list of batting avetages in the VirBASEBALL NOTES.
league.
O ginia
The new Western
league,
composed of Walla Walla,, Pendleton,
New York fans have dubbed the Boise and La Grande, has caught
Giants "The Rube Marquard Steam the fancy of the fans and is having
,
Roller company, (Inc.)"
a successful season.
In Osborn, Botch and Lellvelt, the
Otto Williams, of the Indianapolis

o

o
o
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0
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Rochester Hustlers have the star out- team, has established a chicken farm,
field of the International league.
consisting of a real hen, under the
Pitcher Pitckett of the Bloom Ington right field bleachers at the Indiana-poll- s
team in the
recently
baseball park.
game against Davenpitched a
Scout Jim McGulre, of the Detroit
port.
Tigers, believes that Pitcher Carl
n
The veteran John Titus, recently Zamloch, of the Missoula .Union
traded by Philadelphia to Boston, is
to
In
blm
has
the
stuff
team,
playing the game of his life with the deliver big league benders.
the Braves.
Manager Frank Chance, of the
Knotty Lee's Hamilton Kolts have Cuba, proclaims 'Jake Daubert, of the
been going strong and crowding Ot- Superbas, the best of all first base
tawa and London for the honors in' men. As Frank was a classy performthe Canadian league.
er at the first station, his opinion
Pitcher Knapp, who was tried out should count.
by the Athletics last spring, is makPitching for the Winston-Saleing good with the Waterbury team team, Carl A. Ray ,a college southpaw,
of the Connecticut league.
set a new record for the Carolina asOwner Oomiskey, of the White Sox, sociation of three wins in as many
has purchased Will Dowling, the days. Ray won a Monday same 7 to
speedy second baseman of the Gales-bur- 8; Tuesday's game1 was postponed and
Central association team.
he won both games Wednesday 7 to
Del Howard, the former
5 and 12 to 4.
player, has been released
by the St. Paul club to the San FranSummer colds are nerd to get rid
cisco club of the Pacific Coast league. of, and frequently lead to asthma
Do not let
During their last trip away from bronchitis, andahay fever.
on
but ubc
hold
cold
yon,
your
get
evhome the Boston Red Sox visited
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cirAmerican
on
the
league
ery city
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chelcuit, winning 17 of the 23 games play- sea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
ed.
medicines
because it quickly
John B. Boyle, the University of cough
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
Joinwho
has
third
baseman,
Chicago
off a cold if taken in time." Coned the Quakers, Is touted as the best tains no opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red
college man In the position in recent Cross Drug Store.
years.
Rvervnndy reads Th Optic.
The New York State league teams
Three-Meagu-
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have been putting up a corking pennant race with only a hundred points
separating the first from the eighth
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LABOR WORLD NOTES.
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The referendum vote recently taken
of the Cigar Ma
kers' International union on the holding of a convention resulted favorably. The convention will he held in
Baltimore, Md., beginning the third
Tuesday in September.
The men who belong to the Western
Federation of Miners and who are
In Oatman, Ariz., have cntei
ed a protest against the nonunion
goods sold by the mine owners at
high prices and hare decided to start
a
general store.
Railroad employes In the United
States receive twice tha pay of railroad employes la the United Kingdom of Great Britain, according to a
compilation by the bureau of railway
economics, at Washington. This covers wages paid railway employes and
the cost of living, and is based on the
latest years for which comparative
data are available.
'
Two Important decisions affecting
labor were ha:ided down recently by
the Illinois supreme court. One decision upholds the constitutionality of
r
law amendments limiting
the
jfhe hours of labor of women in hotels.
restaurants and practically all places
where they are employed. The other
decision upholds the right of men fo
strike rather than work with non.

I

o-o--

o

by the membership

The Cigar Makers' blae lubel was
the first trade label ever used by any
labor organization.
Next year the Scottish trade uulon
congress will be held at Dumfries,
and a large attendance is expected.
The Brotherhood of Railway Carmen recently issued a charter for a
local union at Sarnla, Ontario.
The hodcarriers and buildings laborers of Woodstock, Canada, organized recently and obtained a 2V cents
an hour Increase.
The National Brotherhood of Opera
tive Potters will hold Us annual convention at Atlantic City, N. J., during
this month.
The State Federation of Labor of
Louisiana will shortly he reorganized
and affiliated with the American Federation of Labor.
The Canadian government by law
proposes to restrict the working hours
of the street railway men to six days
of ten hours each.
What Is known as the uniform child
labor law has been passed by both
bouses of tile Arizona state legisla
ture and been signed by the governor. union
employes. .
The International Brotherhood of
Blacksmiths and Helpers has recently
Buy it now. Chamberlain's Colic,
begun the organizing of ladles' auxi- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy if alliaries, and is meeting with splendid most certain to be needed before the
summer la over. Buy It now and be
success.
tor such an emergency. For
The city council of Reglna, Saskat- prepared all dealers.
sale by
chewan, has passed a fair wage clause
which compels contractors to pay the
rates agreed on by the builders' exa. .
change and the unions.
The men employed by the Electric
Railway company at Regina, Saskab
chewan, have organized a local union.
The street car system in that city Is
owned by the municipality.
In London, England,
during the
month of March the total number of
workmen engaged in all disputes was
Gcv
1,400,542 and the aggregate duration
In lost working days was 24,579,500,
as compared with 463,500 In the previous month.
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The Optic's job department has won the favorable desision of all persons who
wish first class work. Everything from hand bills to books printed.
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UOWEBS AND BINDERS
HART

dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Try
at tbe Opera liar.,

j

See window display ot new
summer felts. S trass'.

WHICH WE OFFER AT

4 Pounds For 25c
AT THE STOREOF

IKE DAVIS
THE CXSH GROCER.

CH

mm
;

v. t$J i

for
4

v-

onnnino

Ibs.-F- or

SLlFFIiER

mid-

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At tbe Lobby, of course.
In

CLOTHES

P. J. Emenaker, Jeweler and watch
repairer, baa removed his office to
the front of the office room of the
Las Vegas steam laundry.

The Ladles' League ot the First
Presbyterian church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 a'clock t
tbe home ot Mrs. James Baker, 918
'
Douglas avenue.

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD
BRIDGE STREET
Our entire line of summer millinery
off. Strass'.

'

(

OUT OP "JACK

POT"

One-Hal-f

Supreme in Tailoring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything
demand in
a suit Thig Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail
to look us over.

Washington, Jufy 8. Senator Dill
ingham, who continued his defense of
The handsome, big taxlcab, owned Senator Lorimer's election today,
Fred Lewis has been appointed a by Dan Rhodes, the Packman, arrived sought to BhoV that money
jro.-shoulpaid to
clerk In the postofflce In East Las this morning from the factory In members of the Illinois legislature
Vegas. Postmaster F. O. Blood has Kokorao, Ind., andwlll be unloaded bad been taken from1 a jack pot fund
;i
apolnted Walter Randolph to succeed and put In service the middle of this which had Been existing since 1897
week. The machine, the product ot .he He declare that the only levidence
Mr. Lewis as substitute.
Haynes Motor Car company, is a four against Larimer was that of Charles
Big Spanish dance will be given at cylinder, forty horse power seven A. White, author of the original
Rosenthal hall Wednesday night Pi seated taxi, made especially for Mr. charges, who, he asserted, had entered
ano and drums will be played by Rhodes. The car Is finished In black, the legislature with the
purpose of
Crites and Ouerin. Watermelon will and Is fitted- with nickel trimmings accepting bribe.
I
.cvir ',,r
i'kitww,
be served free to every one. This and all of tbe convenient appliances
Senator Reed of Missouri, asked if
will be one of the big dances given found on the latest models, and is as it were not true that Senator Lorinaer
this season. Good music, good floor handsome an auto as was ever turned had loaned $10,000 to Lee O'Neil
and a good time assured to everyone. out of the shop. Dan bas been tak- Browne for his defense in th xegal
'
r
,
ing Instructions in the art of driving proceedings against him growing out
,The board of county commissioners for several months and now handles of the legislative charges.
this morning took a trip of inspec- a car with the grace and skin of a
senator Dillingham was prepired
tion over the Eighth street road to the Broadway taxi driver, Dan Rhodes to continue his defense of Senator
Hot Springs and returned over the has been In the hack business for Lqrlmer when the senate met toduy
Boulevard, where some work Is being thirty years and has always main- - to resume consideration of the Junior
on
done. The commissioners expect to laineo. nis
Business
Illinois senator's election. It is still
keep the county highways In the best lines, and it must be said that Dan "the legislative day of July 6" in the
possible condition. Mayors Taupert and his new taxi will be up to the 'senate and will be until the final ote
'
and Delgado have placed the streets minute.
session today with, a continued an
on both sides of the river In good
alysis of the evidence and the pica
DR. PEIPER MARRIED.
which unseats Mr. Lorimer or vindishape.
Dr. Samuel Peiper, rabbi of Congre cates him, is taken. Senator Dilling
The marriage of Miss Margaret gation Monteflore, last evening was ham expects to take up the tniJre
Ryan Duerr to August M. Aguirre united in marriage to Miss Edith that Mr. Lorimer's election having
Thai ceremony was been stamped valid once by the sen
was celebrated Saturday night in San Blanch Lamb.
Francisco, Calif. The bride, who is performed in the Majestlo hotel in ate cannot again be questioned.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John F. Philadelphia. Mrs. Peiper Is
the
Senator Borah expects to speak at
Duerr, formerly residents of Las Ve daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Koppel some length, taking tbe other side
gas, is well known here Mrs. Aguirre Lamb of the Quaker City. The bridal of the argument
Senator Lea ot
...
accompanied her parents to Califor couple will return the latter part ot Tennessee, another of Mr. Lorimer's
nia about three years ago, after hav August to Las Vegas where they will opponents, is yet to speak. It is ex&
if
.
ing resided here several years, during reside, after a honeymoon trip in the pected the vote may not be taken bewhich time she made many friends. east. Dr. Peiper has been a resident of fore Wednesday or Thursday. Some
DAY
The wedding was performed in St Las Vegas for the past five months, of Mr. Lorimer's friends in the senate
having come to Las Vegas from his believe the vote will be against him.
Mary's cathedral.
home in Philadelphia last February,
.The mayor is opposed to papers He has been populaas rabbi of Tem
HAVEMEYER OWNfia IT
blowing in the streets but ho allows ple Monteflore and has many friends
Trenton, N. J., July 8. Vice Chancircus company to hang flaring here who extend their best wishes to cellor Stevens, in an opinion filed in
For Beautifying
Upstairs and downstairs, In bedroom, sewing
room, den, parlor, dinlngroom and kitchen, there's
signs on every trolley suspension wire the newly weds.
the court; of chancery today in the
Chaira, Tablet
a big daily use for LIQUID VENEER. Simply
In town, where they are unsightly and
suit of Norman D. Hooker and otts
Pictw Frame
moisten an ordinary cheesecloth duster and dust
doubtless will end up by blowing
ers against the executor and heirs
Chandeliera
with it that's alL Makes the furniture cheerful
A GOOD RECORD.
abou ahe thoroughfares. Consistency.
by removing dust, dirt, finger marks, stains and
F. M. Palmer, cashier in the local of Henry O. Havemeyer, holds that
Sewing Machine
The mayor stops two home boys who
scratches and by restoring the original factory finPianos
office of the Wells Fargo Express $10,000,000 worth of stock of the na
ish, all in the one simple dusting operation,
are engaged in raffling off an autoHardwood Floora
company, was today placed on the tional Sugar Refining company was
i Unequalled for putting a tone on the outside of
mobile, yet he lets the Official Bet
Silver and Plated Ware
retired list of company employes. On issued to Havemeyer with considera
any piano, and for making and keeping hardwood
on
sell
chances
Commissioner
Ete Eta Etc
ting
floors just like new.
Wednesday he will leave for his ranch tion.
Johnson and Flynn for five bones in
the Cedar Ridge district in Coloeach. Consistency.
POPULAR HOME SIZES,
ANO
HERMIT LODGE
rado, where he will spend the sumIn the midst of tall pines. The most
V
mer. Mr. Palmer has been in the
FOR SALE BT
employ ot the Wells Fargo company beautiful resort on the Scenic Highfor thirty years, having worked bis way, excellent trout fishing,
C.
accommodations.
Running
way up through every division of the
Dollars in Wear or
mountain spring .water, bread porch(express service. He came to Las
Vegas six years ago as agent, which es, rustic swings, music The ideal
position he held until last tall, at place for an outing. Table unexcelled.
Cents in Washing
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.
which time he was succeeded by Bert
W. Kelly of Denver.
Mr. Palmer's
The Otrtlc print all the news
thirty years of service have been a
Which are you saving?
to
credit
himself
and
the company.
A few cents .added to your
He has always been popular with the
laundry bill will be well spent
employes and patrons of the company
If you receive in return a serand has been respected by the officvice so conscientious and painsers for his ability. Mr. Palmer will
FRESH EVERY DAY j
wear
clothes
taking that your
succeeded
S.
of
Williams
be
C.
Mi
by
four times as long.
"WANT COLUMNS
Denver.
Mr. Palmer will receive a
Soft water, pure soap, careful
pension from the express company.
I
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs into dollars.
Richard H. Hanna, justice of the
Why not begin this economy i
supreme court of New Mexico, arthis week? A phone or postal
rived this afternoon from his home in J The Best in The City
will bring a wagon to your door
Santa Fe to attend the celebration of
'
promptly.
o Panama although admitting the
the fiftieth anniversary of Chapman
SEARCH FOR DISABLED failure of the Rose City to find fcer.
Lodge A. F. & A. M.. He was accomThe Rose City headed for latitude 25
panied to Las Vegas by Mrs. Hanna.
N., longitude 125 W., with orders to
IS
FRUITLESS
VESSEL
Bread, Rolls, :
bring the City of Panama to San
Francisco. A. J. Frey, assistant genFrank W. Eaviston, general sales
CITY OF PANAMA IS ADRIFT eral manager of the Pacific Mail
agent of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Cookies,
Calces,
came in last
company, said today the injury to th
of Raton,
SOMEWHERE ON THE PAcompany
V.City of Panama was believed to be a
CIFIC OCEAN.
night from the. southern part of the
6i7 Douglas Art
Photic Main 81
comparatively trivial engine breakstate, continuing on to the Gate City
Douglinots,
this afternoon on train No. 10.
San Francisco, July 8. The steam- down. The City of Panama left Saa
er Rose City reached the latitude of Francisco July 5 in command of Cap
the City of Panama at 3:45 o'clock tain J. W, Carlson.
Fried Cakes and
The following message was receivthis morning and found no trace ot
the Pacific mail vessel. The Rose ed from the Rose City at 10 o'clock
City was sent to the aid of the Citf of this morning by a wlreMss station
Cinnamon Rolls
Fanama late last night when an aero here:
"Reached longitude
21.40 west,
gram was received at San. Pedro stat
ing that thelatter vessel was drifting longitude 85.40 north at 6:53 o'clock
250 miles to 'the southwest with Uis this morning.
No trace of the City of
abled machinery. A wireless' message Panama. Weather misty. Can see
was received here from the Rose J'itv about four miles."
today. The wireless message said it
was not yet daylight and it was hoped
that the vessel would be sighted aftei SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
Phons
"The Store of Satisfaction""
sunrise. The sea was calm.
$
For parties remaining one month or
&
5QLsi"b PERRY
'
i P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
Vegas 121
Officials of the Pacific Mail Steam through the season. Address
Harvey'a
SEEDSMEN & FLORISTS
little con Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' ofBhip company expressed
cern about the accident to the City fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
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LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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have on hand a complete stock of

SCRtEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

-

LAS IfEClO LUTJBER CO.
Phone Main

WITH

1'

SUGARITE

We

DUST EVERY

150

PEACHES

Old.Iown

PEACHES

'

25c

J.

JOHNSEN

50c

& SON

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

BAKERY GOODS

i

i

Las Vegas Steam

PEACIIES

Pies,

Laundry

.

5 lb.

Basket For
AT THE

GRAAF

& HAYWARD

CO. STORE

CELERY PLANTS
50c PER HUNDRED
PLANT NOW
ONION

BOUCHER

SON

-
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